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Abstract. The one-way speed of light relative to a moving observer is determined using 
the range measurement equation of the Global Positioning System. This equation has 
been rigorously tested and verified in the Earth-Centred Inertial frame where light signals 
propagate in straight lines at constant speed c. The result is a simple demonstration of 
light speed anisotropy that is consistent with light speed anisotropy detected in other 
experiments and inconsistent with the principle of light speed constancy. This light speed 
anisotropy was not observed before because there has been no direct one-way 
measurement of light speed relative to a moving observer. 
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1. Introduction 

The GPS is a modern timing-ranging system with accurate synchronized atomic 

clocks that enable precise navigation on the Earth [1]. It has been hailed as a working 

example of the application of special relativity [1-3]. According to the IS-ICD-200 GPS 

Interface Specification, GPS signals propagate in straight lines at the constant speed c in 

an Earth-Centered Inertial (ECI) frame, a frame that moves with the Earth but does not 

share its rotation. Wolf and Petit [4] tested the isotropy of the speed of light in the ECI 

frame and published a limit of 9105/ cc . This light speed isotropy in the ECI frame 

is utilized in the GPS range measurement equation given by [1, 2] 

)()()( srssrr ttctrtr      (1) 

where st is the time of transmission of an electromagnetic signal from a source, rt is the 

time of reception of the electromagnetic signal by a receiver, )( ss tr is the position of the 
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source at the time of transmission of the signal and )( rr tr is the position of the receiver at 

the time of reception of the signal. Using elapsed time measurements determined by the 

GPS clocks and the light speed value c, this equation allows accurate determination of 

position on the Earth. It has been extensively and rigorously tested and verified and the 

system’s very successful operation has resulted in the world-wide proliferation of GPS 

technology.  

Light speed isotropy in the ECI frame and the appearance of c in the range 

measurement equation are sometimes interpreted as demonstration of the principle of 

light speed constancy [2]. This principle from Einstein’s special theory of relativity holds 

that light speed is constant in all inertial frames [5-7]. It should be noted that even though 

the principle is stated as applying in inertial frames, for reasons of practicality the vast 

majority of light speed experiments claiming confirmation of the principle and its several 

important applications such as clock synchronization and the SI unit of length involve the 

non-inertial frame of the rotating Earth [8-14]. Zhang [8] has pointed out that two-way 

light speed isotropy in this frame has been confirmed while one-way light speed isotropy 

has not been legitimately examined in the few experiments [15-17] in which such a test 

has been attempted. 

In this regard, light speed anisotropy induced by the Earth’s rotational motion was 

directly demonstrated for East-West light travel using the synchronized clocks of the GPS 

[18]. Light speed variation arising from the Earth’s orbital motion was also detected in 

the Roemer experiment involving occultations of Jupiter’s satellite Io observed from the 

moving Earth [19] and by Shtyrkov in the tracking of geostationary satellites [20]. In this 

paper we supplement these findings by demonstrating light speed anisotropy in the ECI 

frame for a relatively moving observer utilizing the range measurement equation of the 

GPS. Previously Wang [21] used the range measurement equation to determine elapsed 

time and inferred without direct calculation that the speed of light is dependent on the 

observer’s uniform motion relative to the ECI frame. Here we use the range measurement 

equation to directly evaluate the one-way speed of light relative to an observer moving 

uniformly in the ECI frame, the light emanating from a source fixed in that frame.  
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2. Light Speed Relative to a Moving Observer in the ECI Frame 

 Consider a GPS station A fixed in the ECI frame and a GPS station B moving at a 

constant speed v relative to the ECI frame. On an axis fixed in the ECI frame along the 

line joining the two stations with station A closer to the origin O than station B and 

taking positive values, let Ax be the fixed position of station A and )(txB be the position 

of station B at time t. At time It let the distance between the two stations be L given by 

   Lxtx AIB )(       (2) 

 

2.1 Observer moving away from fixed source 

 Let station B move directly away from fixed station A at a speed v relative to the 

ECI frame. At time It let station A transmit a signal directly to station B which receives it 

at time Ft . Then from the range measurement equation (1), 

   )()( IFAFB ttcxtx       (3) 

where )( FB tx is the position of station B at time Ft . Since station B is moving uniformly 

away from station A at speed v relative to the ECI frame, it follows that the relation 

between the position )( FB tx of station B at the time of reception of the signal and its 

position )( IB tx at the time of emission of the signal is given by 

   )()()( IFIBFB ttvtxtx       (4) 

Substituting for )( FB tx from (4) in (3) yields 

   )()()( IFIFAIB ttcttvxtx      (5) 

Using (2) this becomes 

   ))(()( IFAIB ttvcLxtx      (6) 

Hence for an observer on station B the range measurement equation gives the elapsed 

time as 

   
vc

Ltt IF 
 )(       (7) 

Therefore the speed ABc of the light relative to station B for the light traveling from the 

fixed station A to the moving station B is given by initial separation L  divided by 

elapsed time )( IF tt  which using (7) is 
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    (8) 

This result (8) is unaffected by “relativistic” changes in the direct measurement of L by 

the moving observer which are second-order. 

 

2.2 Observer moving toward fixed source 

 Let station B move directly toward fixed station A at a speed v relative to the ECI 

frame. At time It let station A transmit a signal directly to station B which receives it at 

time Ft . Then using the range measurement equation (1) and noting that AFB xtx )( , 

   )()( IFAFB ttcxtx       (9) 

Since station B is moving uniformly toward station A at speed v relative to the ECI 

frame, it follows that the relation between the position )( FB tx of station B at the time of 

reception of the signal and its position )( IB tx at the time of emission of the signal is given 

by 

   )()()( IFIBFB ttvtxtx       (10) 

Substituting for )( FB tx from (10) in (9) yields 

   )()()( IFIFAIB ttcttvxtx      (11) 

Using (2) this becomes 

   ))(()( IFAIB ttvcLxtx      (12) 

Hence for an observer on station B the range measurement equation yields the elapsed 

time as 

   
vc

Ltt IF 
 )(       (13) 

Therefore the speed ABc of the light relative to station B for the light traveling from the 

fixed station A to the moving station B is given by initial separation L  divided by 

elapsed time )( IF tt  which using (13) is 

   vc
vcL

L
tt

Lc
IF
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)/()(

    (14) 

Again, this result (14) is unaffected by “relativistic” changes in the direct measurement of 

L by the moving observer which are second-order. 
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2.3 Discussion 

 The elapsed times determined in equations (7) and (13) indicate that the light 

transmitted from station A takes longer to arrive at station B when station B is moving 

away from A than towards it. Following from this equations (8) and (14) indicate that for 

an observer moving at a constant speed v relative to the ECI frame, the speed of light 

from a source fixed in the ECI frame relative to that moving observer is vc  for the 

observer moving away from the source and vc  for the observer moving towards the 

source. Similar light speed changes wc  for a moving observer were reported in the 

Roemer [19] and Shtyrkov [20] experiments involving the orbital movement of the Earth 

at speed w in its approximately linear motion around the Sun.  

The light speeds vc   for a moving observer determined using the GPS range 

measurement equation in the ECI frame were not detected by the many light speed 

experiments [8-17] conducted in the terrestrial frame which all give light speed c. These 

changed light speed values vc   observed in an inertial frame directly contradict the 

principle of light speed constancy which requires constant light speed c that is 

independent of the motion of the observer. 

Additionally the operational accuracy of the range measurement equation in the 

ECI frame and the detection of light speed anisotropy vc  in inertial frames moving 

relative to the ECI frame indicate that light travels at speed c in the ECI frame only and 

travels at different speeds in frames moving relative to the ECI frame. The ECI frame 

therefore behaves as a preferred frame for the propagation of light though considerations 

of clock bias [22] suggest that this may only be an illusion! In any event the observed 

light speed changes in this and previous experiments are confirmation of the existence of 

a preferred frame and it is ironic that the “incredible accuracy” of this “modern radio 

navigational system” [GPS] is cited by Rindler as an indication of the absence of a 

preferred frame [Ref.23p10]. 

Why was this light speed anisotropy, so easily revealed by GPS technology, not 

observed before considering the numerous light speed experiments that have been 

conducted over the past century? The simple answer is that there has previously been no 

direct one-way measurement of light speed with respect to a moving observer among the 

many that have been performed [8, 24]. The anisotropy result confirmed by this and 
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previous work [18-20] therefore represents an important development in space-time 

research that deserves serious attention by the scientific community. 

 

3. Conclusion 

 In this paper, elementary analysis involving the rigorously verified range 

measurement equation of the GPS was used to determine the one-way speed of light in 

the ECI frame between a point fixed in the ECI frame and an observer moving at constant 

speed v  relative to the ECI frame. The detected light speed anisotropy vc   is a clear 

demonstration of light speed variation in the ECI frame arising from the movement of the 

observer and is consistent with anisotropy results previously obtained in the non-inertial 

terrestrial frame [18-20]. It contradicts the principle of light speed constancy which is 

formulated in inertial frames and is today routinely applied in the frame of the surface of 

the Earth. This particular source of light speed anisotropy was not observed before 

because there has been no direct one-way measurement of light speed with respect to a 

moving observer. 

This significant result obtained using accurate GPS technology further supports 

the finding [25] that the Absolute Space Theory of the Selleri (Inertial) Transformations 

is the best description of space and time, and that Special Relativity Theory based on the 

Lorentz Transformations along with all theories that are derived from members of the 

complete set of “equivalent” space-time transformations [26] are invalid representations 

of the physical world.  
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